BOOM System Overview

It’s never been easier to add tactile transducers to your
monitor mix. Connected to any Personal Mixer, the BOOM-1
Tactile Transducer Processor brings Aviom-optimized DSP
to the tactile experience.

Feel Your
Monitor Mix

The Perfect Complement to In-Ears
In-ear monitors provide a detailed and personal listening experience.
But when using IEMs, what is often missing is low frequency punch.
A performer’s physical surroundings actually vibrate when playing an
acoustic drum kit, or a guitar, bass, or keyboard through an amp. This
subtle vibration is a big part of the performer’s energy and experience.
Tactile transducers can reproduce this vibration, greatly enhancing the
overall monitoring experience. The BOOM-1 provides optimized DSP and
amplification to tactile transducers that are mounted to drum thrones,
keyboard seats, platforms, performance stools, or even installed in
the floor of a stage. The easy-to-use BOOM System will inspire your
performance; you’ll instantly feel what you’ve been missing!

Aviom Makes It Simple
In addition to the BOOM-1 Tactile Transducer Processor,
Aviom’s BOOM System includes several transducerenabled products to meet the needs of a wide variety
of users and applications.
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CTT-1 Clamp-On Tactile Transducer
for Drum Thrones and Stools
KBS-1 Keyboard Seat
PFS-1 Performance Stool
PLF-1 Platform

BOOM-1

Tactile Transducer Processor

Clamp-On Transducer
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Aviom’s CTT-1 Clamp-On Tactile Transducer
has a universal mount that makes connecting
a tactile transducer to the stem of most drum
thrones or stools easy. At the heart of the CTT-1
is a premium ButtKicker® transducer, and an
integrated locking speaker cable ensures a solid
connection to the BOOM-1 processor.

Performance Stool

Platform
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The PLF-1 Platform is a portable performance
platform that is the perfect solution for those
performers—especially bass players, guitarists and
vocalists—who stand on stage. The sturdy 28” x 32”
(71 x 81cm) platform uses a premium ButtKicker tactile
transducer and is designed with an opening in the front
to allow convenient positioning of mic and music stands.
Simply connect the platform to the BOOM-1 using the
included locking-type speaker cable.

Keyboard Seat
The KBS-1 is an adjustable On-Stage
Stands® keyboard seat with an integrated
tactile transducer system. Simply connect
the seat to the BOOM-1 using the included
locking-type speaker cable.

Powerful Control Made Easy
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Aviom’s PFS-1 Performance Stool combines a sturdy
QuikLok® performance stool with a built-in tactile
transducer system. The stool has an adjustable seat,
back, and foot rest that allows it to be customized to
suit any player. Simply connect the stool to the BOOM-1
using the included locking-type speaker cable.

